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chef’s table culinary Academy
Chef’s Table Culinary Academy was first founded as a training workshop by the Chef Serkan
Bozkurt in Istanbul/Dikilitas in March 2011.!
The academy was founded on basis of having a share and a say in the market, based on that
the experiences and findings of Chef Serkan Bozkurt (www.serkanbozkurt.net) as the
requirements in international culinary and catering industry tally with the potential of our
country in global aspect. The workshop, the students of which started to find a place in the
industry in a short time, moved in a larger building in Maslak-Istanbul in 2012 and started to
award official certificate under the body of Ministry of National Education of the Republic of
Turkey. The academy, which provides training in key subjects such as Professional Cookery,
Professional Pastry&Baking, and Food&Beverage, has gained various sponsor brands such
as Metro Cash&Carry, Diversey, and Oztiryakiler since its foundation.!
!

The primary aims of the academy are to enter the new industry in an innovative way in
international culinary standards, to help the ones who would like to reach the world standards
in the industry attain their goals and to train new profiles that will contribute to the structure of
the developing world.!

Chef’s Table Culinary Academy ia accredited by Ministry of National Education

Serkan Bozkurt

serkan bozkurt
Serkan Bozkurt was born in Istanbul in 1980. Upon completion of primary school he continued his intermediate level at
Bolu Mengen Anadolu Cooking Career High School, and completed his high school education at Tekirdağ Anadolu
Tourism and Hospitality Career High School. He later graduated from the Faculty of Food and Beverage Management of
Ege University, as well as the Faculty of Business of Anadolu University.!
!

He was always involved in the field of creative recipes.!
!

Serkan Bozkurt"s career began with international hotel chains and he worked at İstanbul Crowne Plaza Hotel, İstanbul
Polat Renaissance Hotel, Berlin Intercontinental Hotel and Hilton ParkSA. He also worked at a Michelin Star restaurant in
Europe, as well as assuming the role of chef to various foreign business chains.!
!

While Serkan Bozkurt was in high school at 16 years of age, he began competing in the International Competition at
Nederlands and Hungary, and became the first student to win a medal for Turkey in Europe in the name of our hospitality
schools. As a member of the Turkish National Cooking Team, he has competed in competitions organized by the
WACS(World Association Chefs Society) in various countries such as the United States, Germany, United Kingdom,
Slovenia, Malta, Hungary, Russia, Croatia,Turkey etc., and has won to date a total of 35 gold, silver and bronze medals for
Turkey. !
He realized abroad many banquets and fine-dining restaurant food services of high-capacity and importance, at the 2007
and 2009 Anuga Food Festivals in Cologne, and the 2008 Sial Food Festival in Paris on behalf of İstanbul Chamber of
Commerce, and the 2008 Modern Turkish Cuisine Banquets and Fine-Dining Restaurant Service in Mexico City.!
!

serkan bozkurt
During the 2009 Anuga Food Festival in Cologne, and in the name of Turkey who was a partner country in the said festival, Serkan
Bozkurt together with Germany"s representative, Chef Joachim Wissler (3 Michelin stars), put together a Top VIP Gourmet Banquet in
Rehinterrassen (Cologne) for 400 worldwide leading food CEO"s. In September 2010, upon the invitation of RACV CLUB in
Melbourne, Australia, which is mostly comprised of gourmets, National Chef Serkan Bozkurt prepared a Modern Turkish Cuisine
Concept Menu that was to be served for one week at fine-dining restaurants. As well as preparing menus chosen by 748 guests, he
also conducted 2 cooking lessons and put together a 5 course fine-dining.Modern Turkish Cuisine Menu for a group consisting of 35
gourmets. Serkan Bozkurt presented 2 work-shop about modern Turkish cuisine and his books at Abu Dhabi international book fair
2011,as a chef of which are invited 10 chefs from the all of arround the world.At 2012 and 2014 Serkan Bozkurt organized the
innovative fine-food for 12500 person(2012),18000 person (2014) at Sirha İstanbul Fair for Metro Cash&Carry.!
!

As of 2003, Serkan Bozkurt has appeared on various food programmes on many television channels and published three cookery
books entitled, Modern Turkish Cuisine with Serkan Bozkurt, Creative Food Recipes from Serkan Bozkurt and Teeny Weeny Meals
from Serkan Bozkurt. Serkan Bozkurt has written food articles for various national newspapers, and in 2009 was invited by Honorable
President Abdullah Gül to the Republic Reception on the occasion of the 86th Anniversary of the Proclamation of the Republic of
Turkey.!
!

His military service was performed in his position of Headquarters Cook to the 25th Military Commander Yaşar Büyükanıt. !
!

Through his identity as a writer, Serkan Bozkurt was invited to the "Speaking Book Festival" organized under the auspices of Mrs.
Hayrünnisa Gül, Spouse of President Abdullah Gül, and participated as a speaker at the festival which was held at Sultanahmet
Square.!
!

Bostancı Rotary Club awarded him the Most Successful Youth Award for 2008-2009 in the professional success category.!

WHERE ARE OUR STUDENTS?

less is more

In the academy that obtained the U-training workshop system, which is
considered the best education pattern in the world, in its physical building
structure, the workshops has all the required systems in the training kitchens in
order to combine education with technology.

The academy with its boutique structure and personalized guidance system continuously monitors the personal development of the
individuals and brings these individuals into the industry as the producing people with its principle aim “the longest way within the
shortest time”.
The students of the academy, which provides formal professional training with weekday and weekend programs in the academy for the
first 4 months, complete their education by doing internship in international hotels and businesses for another 4 months.
The academy, which has trainees in many leading international chain hotels throughout the world, has many students who completed
their education in these hotels and who are working there as well.

A distinctive aspect of the academy is that it does not provide education with recipes in training programs, but it provides culinary
education with its math and chemistry and carries theory and technique to practice.
The academy, which proceeds with the sense of professional education in recreational training as well, provides education in many
subjects and also organizes culinary workshops in English in order to help foreign tourists experience the Turkish cuisine within our
developing local tourism activities.
The academy, which was founded in order to train the potential people of the time in all the fields that the industry needs and to
accelerate the branding in the industry, has a principle to be a post-model with its innovative (progressive and exploratory) structure.
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